OHIO PROSPECTS LEAGUE 14u ROUND ROBIN RULES

The round robin will be played with Ohio Prospects League game rules. Both teams will pay one umpire ($55) and both teams will provide two OPL baseballs before each pool play game. (Saturday, the OPL will provide Spaulding baseballs)

In addition, here are the OPL Round Robin rules:
1) You will play the same rules as the regular season: 1) OHSAA rules 2) 10 run rule after 5 innings with the following exceptions:

2) Teams may use the speedup rule for both pitcher and catcher. This will be adopted only for the OPL Round Robin. (In the regular season, both teams must agree before the game starts.)

3) A coin flip determines the home team.

4) Time for infield/outfield must be split evenly. Teams get a maximum of 15 minutes each for IF/OF. If there is no time for IF/OF, it must be skipped. For example, if there is only 20 minutes before the start of your game, each team will get 10 min. of infield/outfield.

5) Time limit (if no rain)-no inning can start 2 hrs 45 min from start time of game. If there is rain, this rule may be adjusted.

6) The times on the schedule are tentative times. If a game finishes early and both teams and umpires for the next game are ready, then the next game can start early. However, no one should be rushed to start a game early!

7) Coaches, please make sure the dugouts are cleaned up properly after your game is finished. We want to make sure we take proper care of the field and leave a good impression as we want the opportunity to use the field in the future.

--In case of rain, we will do our best to get information out to you. We will do our best to get the games played. Please remember that these count as league games in the standings. If need be, we will move the gametimes back as far as possible to get the games in. Make sure your parents are aware of this.

**Coaches need to check their emails and let their teams know about specific rules for each facility.